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Abstract. Let (I E N(&) where L, = Vz + 12 q(s), IV(&) := (w : fqw = 0). The problem 
II J, 41, a) u(a) do - WIIL~B.) I G ” E L2(S2), Il4ILysa) = inf, 
is discussed. Here, u(+, a) E N((*) is the scattering solution, B,, = (z : 111 < 4,~ E R3}, S2 is 
the unit sphere in R3. This problem is of interest in inverse problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It was proved in [l] that the set of scattering solutions u(z,o) to the equation 
e,u := [V2 + 1 - q(z)]u = 0 in R3 0) 
is dense (in LFoC) in the set N@,) := {u : e,tu = 0 in D,w E H2(D)} where D C R3 is an 
arbitrary fixed compact region, #(D) is the Sobolev space. Therefore, for any c > 0, and 
any 11, E N(L,), one can find Ye such that 
(2) 
We assume that q E Q, = {q : q E L2(Ba), q = 0 in B:,q = q}, B: := R3 \ B,, B, := 
{z : IzI 5 a}. Let us choose as $J the special solution to (1) with the properties [l]: 
II = exp(i8 . z)[l + R(z, @I, llRll~a(~) 5 44-‘, PI B 1, 0 E M, (3) 
where M := (19 : 8 E C3, 0 + 6 = l}, c denote various positive constants depending on q(z) 
but not on 0, E. Let ImB # 0. It is clear that l]vf]] := ]]vc]]~~(sa) + 00 as E + 0. Indeed, 
otherwise one could select a subsequence uf - v E L2(S2), pass to the limit in (2) and get 
J u(2, Q) u(o) CfcY = +, e) in D. s= 
This is impossible. Indeed, (*) implies that the equality holds in R3 (by the unique 
continuation principle for solutions to (1)). H owever, 
left side is bounded as ]z] 
(*) cannot .hold in R3 since its 
* co while its right side is unbounded as Iz] -+ 00 because 
I$] = O(exp(-K *ST)) aa IzI ---) co, n: := Id. Note that IR(z,tl)l -+ 0 as ItI -* 00. 
This leads to the question: how fast is ]]vc]] grating as E + O? 
This question is discussed in the paper. It is of interest in inverse scattering [2-31. 
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2. RESULTS 
In this section we give a method for estimating NC := IIvCII. First, let us formulate the 
problem: 
Estimate N, for V, such that (2) holds and ll~~ll = min. 
Secondly, let us reduce this problem to the following one: 
(4) 
IIL exp(ir * a) vc(cr) da - 4(2, fl)(lp I Cc, Ilvcll = min * (5) 
Here and below c denote various positive constants. To do this reduction note that 
(I + T) ~(2, o) = exp(iz . a), Tu := 
J 
g(z, y) q(y) udy, g = e~~~~~y~‘). (6) 
The operator I + T is boundedly invertible in L2(Bp) for any p > 0 and T is compact in 
L2(Bp), [4, p. 221, 2311. Thus, 
c 2 II 
J 
s2(I+Tr ‘ex P( ia~z)vda-(I+T)-‘~~~p 1 cllJs~exp(ia.r)v~~-~ll,. (7) 
Here 4 = (I + T)$, 9 E N(~o), c = l/All -I. Ind=d, llfll 5 IlAll IIA-‘fll, SO IV-‘Al 2 
l\All-‘~~~~~ for a boundedly invertible operator A. Note that 4 = $ + O(lzl-‘) as ItI + 00. 
If one solves the problem 
IIJ,, 
exp(io . z) h(a) A-8 - 411, 5 6, llhll = mh 4 E N(~o), (8) 
then one solves (5), since c in (7) does not depend on e. To solve (8), use the known formula 
exp(icu f x) = 2 CC r = 1x1, 2’ := 2/r, (9) 
f=O 
Yf are the orthonormal in L2(S2) spherical harmonics, cl = 4?rif, the bar stands for complex 
conjugate. Define 
Q = (4Yf) := (4Yf)LqSa). (10) 
Then (8) can be written as 
(11) 
where 
f=O f=O 
& := c;‘$$$, bf := (47r)2 /‘dr r21jf(r)j2. (12) 
0 
Note that C& does not depend on r because 4 E N(e c is a regular solution to the equation ) 
& = 0 in B,. By the Lagrange multipliers method one has a necessary condition for (11): 
vc(+~(Y,p-~~)b(=o, e=o,l,..., (13) 
where X = X(c) > 0 is the unique positive root of the equation: 
03 
c l&f I2 f=obf ll+Xbf12 = c2 (14) 
(15) 
It is clear that (14) has the unique positive root since the function on the left of (14) is 
a continuous monotonically decreasing function of X defined on [O,oo). As e + 0 clearly 
)r = X(C) -+ +oo. Therefore the quantity N, defined by (15) grows as c + 0. 
Let us formulate the result. 
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THEOREM 1. Let qh be defined by(3) azd q E Qo. Then, for any small c > 0, there 
exists ~~(0) = ~,(a, 0,~) E L2(S2) such tbat (2) holds and Ilv<ll 5 N,, wbere NL is given 
in (Xi), X = A(c) is tbe unique positive root of (14), bl are given in (12), 
& = (4, Yt)(4?r)-l i-‘/j,(r), q5 := (I + T) @, and T is defined in (6). 
REMARK 1: Practically one can calculate N, = N,(B) using formula (15). One can slso give 
some anaIyticaI approach to estimation of NC. For this one should estimate asymptotically, 
as c -+ 0, the positive root A(c) of equation (14). If p > 0 is fixed the asymptotic8 of bf as 
.f --+ 00 can be obtained [S] from the known formula 
it(r) = l - 1/2; 2e”s 1 ( >
Y 
& [l + o(l)l, f + +m, 0 5 f 5 P. (16) 
Using (16) and (12) one gets 
(17) 
Estimates of NC(e) are of special interest for 101 > 1, 0 E it4 [2,3,5]. We conjecture that the 
estimate of N,(0) holds uniformly in q(x) E Q4, 
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